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PORTLAND PARKS & RECREATION
All Funds Budget Summary

Adopted
FY 2015-16

Request Base
FY 2016-17

Decision Pkgs
FY 2016-17

Request Total
FY 2016-17

Percent
Change

Resources
Budgeted Beginning Fund Balan $17,193,605
Licenses & Permits
475,996
Charges for Services
39,917,319
Intergovernmental Revenues
3,144,870
Interagency Revenue
2,125,121
Fund Transfers - Revenue
4,506,427
Bond and Note Proceeds
17,056,810
Miscellaneous Sources
2,257,862
General Fund Discretionary
54,782,127
Total Resources
$141,460,137

$44,456,315
419,443
43,221,055
2,288,271
2,052,388
2,101,368
12,916,768
2,130,121
56,087,974
$165,673,703

$0
0
(714,140)
0
603,210
7,432,600
0
(467,005)
4,486,651
$11,341,316

$44,456,315
419,443
42,506,915
2,288,271
2,655,598
9,533,968
12,916,768
1,663,116
60,574,625
$177,015,019

158.6%
-11.9%
6.5%
-27.2%
25.0%
111.6%
-24.3%
-26.3%
10.6%
25.1%

Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Capital Outlay
Debt Service
Fund Transfers - Expense
Contingency
Unappropriated Fund Balance
Total Requirements

$62,004,331
33,067,877
12,241,389
33,044,758
858,017
1,232,078
23,062,453
163,300
$165,674,203

$3,499,886
408,830
0
7,432,600
0
87,600
(87,600)
0
$11,341,316

$65,504,217
33,476,707
12,241,389
40,477,358
858,017
1,319,678
22,974,853
163,300
$177,015,519

8.3%
13.0%
10.6%
31.6%
-22.2%
16.6%
223.2%
0.3%
25.1%

$60,493,537
29,618,499
11,073,113
30,769,252
1,102,623
1,131,887
7,108,436
162,790
$141,460,137

Total Bureau FTE
484.57
487.82
101.25
Percent Change is the change from FY 2015-16 Adopted Budget to FY 2016-17 Total Requested Budget.

589.07

21.6%

Key Issues
The conversion of over 100 seasonal positions following an arbitrators’ opinion of an unfair labor practice
at a cost of $4.4 million; the expansion of access to parks and community centers to underrepresented
Portlanders; addressing an ongoing $14 million annual maintenance backlog: these are issues that
Portland Parks & Recreation faces immediately in FY 2015-16, all of which will have a significant impact on
the fiscal sustainability of the bureau. Ongoing programmatic and operational issues continue to pose
significant challenges, including the implementation of Title 11 Tree Code, the balancing of community
expectations and the resources of the Ranger Program, and the implementation of the Teen Force
program. Due to these challenges and within the constraints of limited resources, Parks must balance
these competing priorities:
• Efficiently maintaining assets so that the future residents can experience a comparable level of
service;
• Expanding services to underserved households and an increasing number of residents;
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•

Maintaining current services based on community expectations of the parks and recreation
experience.

Maintaining Assets: Capital Funding Gap
System Development Charge (SDC) revenues provide resources for some of the bureau’s expansion plans
but the bureau is also challenged with maintaining the current system. Parks has an annual infrastructure
maintenance funding gap of $72.0 million over the next ten years comprised primarily of two
components: $47.2 million to expand services and build capacity, and $24.8 million for rehabilitation,
repair, and replacement of current assets and other mandated projects. This amount reflects the projects
included in the first ten years of the 20-year capital plan, annualized evenly. In total over that 10-year
period, Parks will need $713 million of resources; current funding includes the bureau’s major
maintenance allocation, SDC revenues, and the 2014 bond are estimated to provide $165.2 million (19%).
Capital Plan Funding Gap ($878.2 million total)
Expected Funding
$68
$17.2
$101
$165.2

Bond amount
Major Maintenance
SDCs
Total

Remaining Need
Rehabilitation, Repair, and
Replacement, and Mandated Projects
New Capacity Projects
Total

$236 million
$477 million
$713 million

New capacity projects included in the 20-year capital plan would increase access to parks and recreation
centers to new households, making progress towards the goal of having a park within ½ mile of every
household and a community center within three miles of every Portland household. The bureau has not
determined what percent of new households would be served in its 20-year capital plan. In addition to
$477 million for new capacity projects, Parks would also need ongoing resources to fund the O&M costs
of new assets once in service, which is not included in this figure.
The bureau largely depends upon its major maintenance allocation in addition to one-time General Fund
allocations to address many regular maintenance projects. The bureau currently has $1.7 million budget
in its major maintenance set-aside, but the estimated annualized need for all Parks’ assets is $5 to $15
million – even after accounting for the bond funding. As such, Council can expect one-time request
exceeding $3.5 million per year as the bureau continues to address its most urgent major maintenance
needs.
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System Development Charges and Parks’ System Expansion
SDCs continue to provide both an opportunity and a liability. With access to recreation centers and parks
being proportionally less in East Portland, SDC resources provide an opportunity to build assets that will
serve a greater portion of Portlanders while also positively impacting the City’s equity goals. However, the
expansion of parks services will necessarily require a shift of General Fund resources away from other City
priorities, such as public safety and housing, in order to fund the operations and maintenance of new park
facilities. The City needs to take into account the negative impact of reducing these other services – along
with the equity impact this may have on specific communities – when making decisions about expanding
Parks’ services.
Due to the economic recovery over the past four years, the bureau has experienced a steady increase in
system development charge revenues. Last year the bureau collected $24.0 million in residential and
commercial revenues, and ended the year with a balance of $41.7 million. To date, the bureau has
collected $16.1 million in SDC revenues in FY 2015-16, indicating that total year revenues are likely to
exceed $20 million. The following chart shows the growth of SDCs over the last several years.

SDC Resources
$45,000,000
$40,000,000
$35,000,000
$30,000,000
$25,000,000
$20,000,000
$15,000,000
$10,000,000
$5,000,000
$-

Balance
SDC Revenues

Projects confirmed to be funded with SDCs in the five-year plan include:
• Beech Park ($11.0 million total)
• Gateway Urban Plaza ($9.0 million)
• Spring Garden Development ($1.5 million)
• Portland Tennis Bubble ($1.1 million)
Over the next five-years the bureau has plans to allocate the balance and forecasted revenues of $76.0
million to development of other parks and facilities, and $10.7 million allocated for property acquisition.
Remaining is $15.0 million that has not been planned or allocated to a project. Based on current SDC
resources, the bureau estimates that new, SDC-funded parks may result in the need for $500,000 to $1.5
million annually to support operating costs over the next five years.
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CBO recommends that bureau consider building assets which increase capacity and meet community
needs but also minimize operational and maintenance costs. This can be accomplished through several
strategies:
• Building assets that provide programming which generate cost-recovery, (e.g., recreation
centers
• Replacing assets that add capacity at current Park sites
• Designing recreation centers and parks with amenities that minimize operations and
maintenance costs. These may include cost-minimizing features include zero-scape instead of
landscape features that require regular maintenance.
• Creating assets with the capacity for outside vendors that could share in or cover operational
and maintenance costs of the facility.
While this current spike in SDC resources will allow the bureau to expand access to underserved residents,
newly constructed Parks’ facilities may result in a cohort of assets that will compete for operational and
maintenance resources in the short-term and major maintenance funding in the long-term. These
challenges may further exacerbate Parks’ financial challenges.

Decision Package Analysis & Recommendations
Recreation Arbitration, PK_01, $4,385,199, 101.25 FTE
The bureau requests $4,385,199 of ongoing General Fund discretionary to convert 101.25 FTE from
seasonal employees to part-time and full-time, represented employees. This request is the largest, single
ongoing request for General Fund discretionary resources in the FY 2016-17 requested budgets.
Per Ordinance 187587, the City reached a settlement with Local 483 following the arbitrators’ decision
regarding the union’s April 2013 grievance that seasonal workers were assigned work of union members
on a non-incidental basis. The settlement requires that the bureau request funding for the conversion of
101.25 seasonal positions at an approximate cost of $4.4 million. Roles related to front line instruction
and program leadership, clerical process, and the direction of program or activities will be consolidated
into Recreation Leader, Coordinator I/II classifications. This consolidation of work and reclassification of
positions particularly impacts those positions with functions similar to Customer Service Representative
II’s, Assistant Pool Managers, Pre-school Teachers, and lead and fitness instructors.
In effect, Parks will continue to deliver the same amount of services but at a greater cost. The chart below
illustrates how the $4.4 million of additional funding will be allocated across community centers and
programs. The settlement will significantly increase the cost of recreation operations across all
community centers ($2.3 million), the aquatics programs ($730,000), and the preschool program
($750,000).
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Additonal Costs of the Arbitration Settlement
Woodstock Community Center
Svcs N/NE Zone Adm
Svcs E/SE Zone Adm
St. Johns Community Center
Southwest Community Center
Sellwood Community Center
Peninsula Park Community…
Parks & Rec Services Admin
Multnomah Arts Center
Mt. Scott Community Center
Aquatics General

Montavilla Community Center
Matt Dishman Community Center

Camps

Laurelhurst Studio

Inclusive Recreation

Hillside Community Center

Preschool

East Portland Community Center

Recreation Operations

Customer Service Center

Summer Playgrounds

Community Music Center

Visitor Services General

Citywide Recreation
Charles Jordan CC
Aquatics Program Admin
$-

$100,000 $200,000 $300,000 $400,000 $500,000 $600,000 $700,000 $800,000

This chart highlights several notable changes:
•

•

•

•

Aquatics program costs, impacting all Parks pools, will increase by $730,000 due to the
conversion of Assistant Pool Managers (approximately $230,000) and a number of positions
that provide swim instruction and other aquatics programming.
Customer Service costs will also increase by $350,000, and while these positions are not
directly tied to revenue-producing service delivery, these positions support fee collection and
perform recreation programming at centers.
Preschool costs will increase at the 12 sites by a total of $750,000. Prior to the arbitration
settlement, preschool programming recovered nearly 100% of costs through fees. Increased
personnel costs will significantly change the cost recovery of the program: for the
approximately 600 registrants, the General Fund will now subsidize an average of $1,250 per
participant.
Camp programming will also increase by $50,000 and Summer Playgrounds will also increase
by $110,000. The camps across recreation centers serve more than 5,000 registrants, whereas
a low confidence estimate of Summer Playground visits is 130,000 per year.

Overall, total cost recovery for recreation and other service programming will decrease from 40% to 36%
as a result of the arbitration settlement. This recovery rate is consistent with national benchmarks, for
which the median is 36% according to the Parks and Recreation National Database Report. The chart
below illustrates the total direct costs of services at each center or program, the amount of General Fund
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subsidy, the additional General Fund costs due to the settlement, and the amount collected through
program fees.

Cost of Recreation Programming across Recreation Centers
$5,000,000
$4,500,000
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$-

General Fund

Additional Arbitration Cost

Center Revenues

Overall, the number of regular employees (excluding 3,170 seasonal employees) will increase from 484.5
FTE in FY 2015-16 to 585.8 FTE as a result of the settlement, resulting in a 20% increase in personnel. The
cost of converting these positions, in addition to the costs of any other positions converted in the second
phase of the settlement, will mark a significant change in bureau personnel costs. The chart below
illustrates the increase in the percentage of General Fund subsidy relative to total recreation services
costs. Notably, the percentage of General Fund has increased from 51.4% in FY 2008-09 to 64.7% in FY
2016-17, indicating that recreation services are increasingly supported by General Fund revenues in
contrast to program revenues.
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Recreation Services Costs vs General Fund
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55.8%
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Because personnel tends to be the primary driver of service costs, adding full-time, benefited positions
will increase pressure for fee increases --- fees that support the direct recovery of programming will need
to increase at the rate of personnel costs in order to maintain current cost recovery. This problem is
compounded by the fact that the bureau’s allocation of General Fund resources does not increase at a
rate proportional to personnel costs, and in effect, will result in greater portion of General Fund resources
needed to deliver services at the current recovery targets.
Settlement negotiations only recently concluded, and as a result, the bureau has not assessed which
services and programs would be eliminated if this request is not funded or which positions and/or
services within the decision package are the highest priority. Moreover, the bureau has not undergone a
broad assessment of how the newly created positions fit into a revised staffing model.
Recommendation: CBO recommends that Parks develop options that would reduce the overall cost of the
arbitration ruling. These alternate implementation scenarios should include expected service impacts for
consideration in the budget process.
As an initial cost-saving measure, CBO recommends the discontinuation of the preschool program across
all centers. Whereas this program recovered a large percentage of its costs through registration fees, as a
result of the arbitration settlement, the preschool program will now require $750,000 of General Fund
resources in lieu of large fee increases. As noted earlier, General Fund resources would subsidize
approximately $1,250 per participant. Because there are many alternatives for preschool services, current
participants are likely to find other options at comparable costs. The bureau has noted that fee revenues
at community centers may be impacted if preschool programming is discontinued because preschools
attract families to participate in other recreation programs. For small community centers, such as
Sellwood and Fulton, eliminating preschools may limit their ability to remain solvent. Reducing this
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program decreases the amount needed for the settlement by $872,585. This figure is the result of
eliminating the current subsidy of $122,585 and not increasing the subsidy by $750,000.
As current services becomes more expensive, it will be incumbent upon the bureau to continue to define
core recreation services and focus its limited resources on those services, which may require cutting other
Parks offerings. Moreover, as a significant recipient of overall General Fund resources, Council will need to
decide where recreation services ranks amongst other critical, long-term needs such as homelessness and
housing, public safety, and City infrastructure.
CBO Recommendation: $3,512,614, 85.00 FTE.
Parks for New Portlanders, PK_02, $300,000, 2.00 FTE
This package would provide ongoing General Fund resources and 2.0 FTE to continue a program that
targets increased participation of underserved and immigrant refugee communities in East Portland by
expanding culturally responsive recreation activities and increasing outreach. This program is currently
funded as a pilot project with $250,000 in FY 2015-16. Parks has requested ongoing funding to convert 2.0
limited-term FTE including a program specialist and recreation center coordinator who would be tasked
with planning outreach and programming as well as implementing and evaluating the expansion of the
program. The program would continue to be primarily located in East Portland Community Center with
the goal of expanding to serve refugee and immigrant populations throughout the city.
Since implementing the pilot, the following changes have occurred:
• Participation in the World Cup Soccer Program increased from 450 to 506 youths as well as
increasing participation of adults by 200.
• A basketball tournament targeted to refugee/immigrant youth and had over 200 participants
• Seven youth ambassadors were mentored to provide outreach at Portland high schools and
middle schools
• A refugee/immigrant job fair was held at East Portland Community Center, in which approximately
100 youth participated.
As part of the FY 2015-16 pilot project, staff were to conduct an evaluation of the effectiveness of the
program. This task has not yet been completed, partially based upon the limited length of time the
program has been running. To what degree the current model is more or less effective than an alternative
approach is unknown, and therefore CBO does not recommend ongoing resources until the effectiveness
of the program has been evaluated and alternative models – both within Parks or administered through
another bureau – have been considered. Because of the delayed start of the program, the bureau should
have sufficient underspending to continue the program into FY 2016-17. Depending upon the evaluation
results and success of the program, the bureau could consider requesting ongoing resources as part of the
FY 2017-18 budget process.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Ranger Program to Address Homelessness, PK_03, $615,716, 8.00 FTE
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The bureau requests funding to create 6.0 FTE park rangers, a customer service position focused on
dispatch, and a supervisor position. Currently, full-time rangers are almost exclusively located in Forest
Park, Washington Park, and the Central City Business District. In addition to infrequent patrolling in high
risk areas and responses to specific incidents, seasonal staff also provide bathroom lock-up services –
providing some patrol services during this process. The discussion of what is the “right size” of the ranger
program continues from last year’s budget process and the subsequent release of the Ranger Program’s
annual report. These prior discussions have highlighted that the current ranger program does not provide
regular services to parks outside of the central southwest City and Forest Park, primarily because of
service agreements with the public and Central City Business District and because of the use of parking
revenues at Washington Park to pay for ranger staff.
National Research and Park Association finds that park safety research shows that there is a connection
between park and recreation use and safety: where people use parks in a positive way and in substantial
numbers, all people feel more secure. In Portland, perceived quality of parks and recreation centers has
remained relatively unchanged in the past five years, where nearly 85% rate parks as good or very good
across neighborhoods with the exception of east Portland. Factors that influence a resident’s perception
of park quality likely include how well a park is maintained, the amenities offered, and access to parks.
Frequency of use and perceived safety of the closest park tell a similar story: residents in east Portland
feel less safe in the park closest to their home and frequent parks less as compared to all other areas in
the city. The map below, from the bureau’s 2015 Performance Report, illustrates perceived park quality
by neighborhood coalition.
Percentage of households rating the quality of parks as good or very good (by neighborhood coalition)
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Two other factors have impacted ranger workload. First, Council’s recent direction to no longer enforce
camping restrictions on public spaces has caused an increase in the need for ranger services in parks
across the city, but particularly along the Springwater Corridor Trail. Rangers receive some training in
working with homeless individuals and referring them to appropriate service providers; however, CBO
notes that to the degree other solutions in the FY 2016-17 budget alleviate the number of individuals
camping in parks, the demand for this type of ranger service may be lessened. Second, due to staffing
constraints in the Police Bureau, there has been a decrease in patrolling and community policing, which
have increased reliance on Park Rangers to provide response to non-urgent park incidents. Whereas some
safety concerns were previously being addressed by police officers, rangers now address these situations
or the situations are not addressed.
CBO also notes that the bureau has requested one-time funding to implement automatic locking doors at
Parks sites, which the bureau estimates to free-up 3,000 seasonal ranger hours per year allowing for the
consolidation of those hours into a new Ranger Team that would provide services in North/NE Portland,
east 82nd Ave and/or citywide response coverage. CBO has recommended that a portion of this request
be funded with system development charge revenues.
In light of the identified Citywide reprioritization needs, CBO does not recommend allocating resources to
this request, understanding that perception of park quality and safety is a concern in East Portland. Prior
to the expansion of services, CBO recommends identifying whether investments in homelessness services
will reduce the workload of the Park Ranger program. Moreover, prior to the expansion of ranger services
and the addition of resources, an overall service level should be established that has been approved by
Council.
CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE
ADA Barrier Removal and Transition Plan Implementation, PK_24, $500,000, 0.00 FTE
This request would provide $500,000 in General Fund one-time to the highest priority capital costs update
paths and sidewalks at Riverplace Esplanade and other parks in order to increase ADA compliance.
The Parks ADA Transition Plan identifies 17,008 barriers at 240 park sites ranked into 11 categories.
Approximately half of these projects will be addressed through routine maintenance and half of the
project will be addressed through capital investments. Parks has developed a 20-year plan to address and
remove barriers to accessibility in public parks is based upon on the immediate necessity of programmatic
access, degree of complexity, uniqueness of program, and overall cost.
Whereas barriers addressed through maintenance are funded, the capital projects do not have an
identified funding source and are not currently scheduled within the bureau’s capital plan.
The requested funding would address the highest priority ADA barriers, expanding access to
underrepresented communities; as such, CBO recommends the requested funding. However, CBO notes
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that significant portions of the plan remain unfunded and that the bureau will continue to request funding
for capital improvements to complete the ADA transition plan.
CBO Recommendation: $500,000, 0.00 FTE
Equitable Access for Low-Income Portlanders, PK_25, $300,000, 1.00 FTE
The bureau requests $300,000 of General Fund one-time resources to increase participation and
recreation programming options for the bureau’s scholarship program for low-income individuals. The
funding would create 1.0 limited-term program coordinator position to implement the revised program
and $200,000 to offset revenues of program fees that otherwise be provided by center users if not
receiving a scholarship. Within the past two years the bureau has evaluated and developed recommended
policy changes on how to improve the program. The requested program coordinator would implement
the recommended policy and program changes by conducting outreach to potential participants, serving
as the primary contact for any questions, evaluating participant applications, and seeking outside funding.
The number of potentially new participants is unknown. Approximately 80% of the 3,700 scholarship
participants are youth. Based on the updated policy, for which participation in the free and reduce lunch
program is a criteria for qualifying for the scholarship program, the bureau anticipates a large demand for
scholarships as there were 35,033 students in 2014 who qualify for Free and Reduced Lunch within the
Portland area’s four school districts. The bureau estimates that there is a potentially large unmet demand
for scholarships in outer east Portland where income levels tend to be lowest.
CBO notes that the revenue loss from the scholarship program is currently built into the overall costs of
services: program revenues and General Fund subsidy currently allows for 3,700 scholarship participants.
The bureau estimates that an additional $600,000 of revenues would have been received in FY 2013-14 if
scholarship participants paid full price.
The bureau could continue the program without additional revenues and determine an amount of lost
revenues that would be explicitly reserved for scholarship participants; however, this would result in
fewer allowed scholarship participants because some scholarships are offered for programs with the
relatively low marginal costs, specifically for programs that have achieved cost recovery. The requested
funding would increase options for scholarship participants, as participants would not be excluded from
joining courses that had not fully recovered costs.
CBO does not recommend funding for additional scholarships but does recommend $100,000 for a
limited-term FTE to implement the updated scholarship policy. Parks should study whether there is a
budget mechanism that can be used to account for the amount of scholarship funding available within
current resources.
CBO Recommendation: $100,000, 1.0 FTE
Tree Code Amendments, PK_26, $100,000, 1.0 FTE
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The bureau requests $100,000 in one-time General Fund resources to update portions of Title 11 – Tree
Code in order to make regulations more effective and efficient.
CBO notes that Title 11, as implemented, has set a standard of service that cannot be met within current
program resources. This is evidenced by the backlog in tree inspectors reviewing permits and the backlog
of arborists servicing trees on both public and private property. Moreover, the City recently adopted the
Climate Action Plan and is reviewing a final draft of the Comprehensive Plan, both of which call for
maintaining and expanding the City’s tree canopy.
As part of the FY 2015-16 budget, 2.0 FTE were added to Parks’ budget to respond to inquiries, assist with
permitting, assist with code revisions, and help facilitate the Urban Forestry Commission. These positions
were funded with resources in the Urban Forestry Trust Fund in FY 2015-16 and then fee-supported using
revenue from Title 11 permits beginning in FY 2016-17, eventually phasing out the use of the Urban
Forestry Trust Fund. Based on current year estimates, fee revenues are likely to support these newly
added positions, creating capacity to use the Urban Forestry Trust Fund to fund the requested limitedterm position.
CBO recommends that Council continue to revisit the Tree Code now that it is in place to ensure that the
level of regulation is appropriately scoped and cost-effective. CBO does not recommend General Fund
resources, due to the limitation of available funds, but recommends that resources from the Urban
Forestry Trust Fund be used to fund the requested position.
CBO Recommendation: $100,000, 1.00 FTE
Community Center Equipment for Increased Security, PK_27, $650,000
This package would provide $650,000 in one-time General Fund resources to add closed-circuit cameras
to recreation centers at 17 of the 34 sites and install lockdown mechanisms at community center exits.
Areas that typically lack coverage are daycare rooms, front desk areas, and entry/exit doors. Security
cameras are used for several purposes: security incident deterrence, loss prevention (due to theft/
vandalism), and creation of records for liability protection in the event of a claim
Included below is the bureau’s prioritized list of sites needing cameras, the cost of implementation, and
the number of security incidents per site (2015):
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Proposed New or Upgrade Sites
Mt Scott Community Center
Multnomah Arts Center & Annexes
St John's Community Center
Southwest Community Center
Urban Forestry
Mt Tabor Yard
Columbia Pool
Pier Pool
Wilson Pool
Sellwood Pool
Hillside Community Center
NE Maintenance Office
West Service Zone (Downtown)
Creston Pool
South Maintenance Office
Grant Pool
Rice School
Total

Number of
Cost
Incidents
(2015)
$43,125
51
$78,125
19
$28,125
9
$28,125
35
$23,125
6
$156,250
6
$10,785
3
$10,785
3
$9,330
7
$9,330
3
$10,785
2
$6,250
2
$6,250
2
$9,330
1
$9,330
2
$9,330
0
$28,125
0
$476,505
151

The cost per lockdown mechanism are estimated at $12,000 to $15,000 per site. Currently, the bureau
has budgeted $50,000 per year for technology costs, which could be used toward the security cameras.
However, the bureau typically has competing IT needs, limiting resources available for cameras.
CBO notes that funding of $177,500 would immediately address the bureau’s four highest need sites at
community centers with the most number of incidents. However, due to the limitation of one-time
resources, CBO does not recommend funding. CBO recommends that the bureau continue to make
periodic investments in security cameras at the highest need sites.
CBO Recommendation: $0
New Community Gardens for Vulnerable Populations, PK_28, $125,000
This request would fund half of the capital construction costs of five new gardens in East Portland; Parks
has received commitments from nonprofits, including Grow Portland, to fund the remaining capital costs.
Parks would likely build these gardens on either property already owned by the bureau or on private land
that is leased to Parks at no cost - most likely on school district properties. There are no expected
acquisition costs associated with these projects.
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Currently Parks operates 50 community gardens with a total of 2,200 garden plots, nine of which are
located in East Portland where 72% of registered gardeners are from immigrant and refugee communities
and 69% receive scholarship assistance. Total program costs are approximately $400,000 and staffed by
4.0 FTEs; plot fees cover 56% of direct costs or 25% of total costs (including bureau overhead).
The average operations and maintenance costs of a community garden is $10,000. Per City Financial
Policy 2.03, in addition to the requested one-time costs of the five community garden sites, an additional
$50,000 of ongoing General Fund discretionary would be required.
Despite program benefits and demand for the program, CBO does not recommend the request in the
budget environment of limited resources. Community gardens, relative to other Parks’ services, benefit
many fewer residents compared to other services more closely aligned with the bureau’s core mission,
CBO Recommendation: $0
Leverage State Funding to Renew Forest Park, PK_29, $120,000, 1.00 FTE
This package would provide $120,000 in General Fund one-time resources and 1.0 FTE to create a
program manager for the Renew Forest Park Initiative. Parks included a similar request as part of the FY
2015-16 requested budget.
The Renew Forest Park initiative would be a significant endeavor for the bureau and the City, estimated at
$20 million over a 20-year period. Large portions of the initiative remain unfunded. The requested funding
is for a limited-term position for one year; however, the Renew Forest Park initiative has long-term
staffing needs, likely to include a project manager, a natural resource ecologist, botanic technician in
addition to funding for a contract crew for two months per year.
Due to limitation of ongoing resources and the extensive need for a project manager for the Renew Forest
Park Initiative, CBO does not recommend funding.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Restore Summer Swims, PK_30, $27,669
The bureau requests $27,669 in General Fund one-time resources to restore hours on Sunday and
holidays at Montavilla Pool and open all Parks pools on Independence Day. Funding for these pool hours
were reduced as part of prior year budget cuts.
Independence Day Openings. This add package would add a 1-5pm play swim at six of the pools
typically closed on the holiday. Currently there are seven Portland Parks & Recreation pools that
are open on Independence Day; however, Independence Day has been a historically low
attendance day for swimming pools. If pools were opened on Independence Day, the bureau
estimates approximately 50-100 paid admissions.
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Montavilla Sunday Hours. All other Parks’ pools are open on Sunday (except Buckman). The
closest alternatives are East Portland Community Center (1.9 miles), Grant (3.1 miles), Mt. Scott
(5.0 miles), or Creston (5.1 miles). If hours were restored, the bureau estimates approximately 100
paid admissions per Sunday. Montavilla is the only outdoor pool in East Portland, limiting
swimming options for these residents during periods of hot weather.
Given the relatively small amount of $4,569 that is needed to open pools on Independence Day, CBO
believes that funding for these hours is available within the bureau’s current budget. However, because of
the potential inequitable impact of not providing outdoor swimming opportunities in East Portland and
minimal capacity with the Montavilla Community Center’s budget to absorb these costs, CBO
recommends funding of $23,100 to restore Sunday hours at Montavilla Community Center.
CBO Recommendation: $23,100
ADA-Mandated Inclusion Services, PK_31, $200,000
The bureau requests $200,000 in General Fund one-time resources to increase the budget of the Inclusion
Services program so as to match prior-year actual expenses. Inclusion services consists of inclusion
assistants, sign language interpreters, and equipment to modify activities and programs for youth, based
on the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) directive that Parks provide reasonable accommodation for
individuals with a disability to participate in the activities that are offered.
Costs for inclusion services, including personnel time of providing the service and associated materials,
has been budgeted at $200,000 per year, whereas actual costs are closer to $400,000. In addition to the
direct costs of these services, there are also costs of 3.0 FTE who coordinate accommodation and
inclusion services within the bureau.
Providing reasonable accommodation to Portland residents with disabilities is both a legal requirement
and a core function of the bureau. As such, the question is not whether this program should be funded
but whether the bureau has sufficient resources to cover this program within it current budget. While the
bureau has overspent this particular line item by an average of $200,000, overall Recreation Services has
remained within budgeted amounts over the past few years due to underspending in other areas. As
such, CBO recommends that Parks reallocate budget in order to cover the full cost of inclusion services. If
funds are not available in Recreation Services, other less core services should be reduced.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Rx Play Continued Funding, PK_32, $120,000
This package would add $120,000 in one-time General Fund discretionary to continue the Rx Play
program, which provides recreation services to youth based on medical advice. This program began in
2009 and was previously funded on a one-time basis through a grant from the National Parks and
Recreation Association and more recently with resources from the Innovation Fund. Under this program,
health care providers prescribe Parks recreation programming courses to children and families with health
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issues related to physical inactivity. RxPlay participants receive one free course and then decreasing
discounts for the second through fourth courses. Since this program began in 2012, it has received 833
prescriptions and yielded 274 registrations in Parks programs (33%).
As currently designed, RxPlay intends to reduce childhood obesity; however, concerns about HIPAA have
discouraged Parks staff from collecting biomarkers that would quantify this impact. In terms of
participation, Parks received 211 prescriptions from local health care providers in 2015. Follow-up calls by
Parks staff yielded 84 registrations – 40% of the prescriptions - in Parks programs. Of the 84 registrants,
only 28 re-registered for more than one Parks program. Of this pool of participants, 60% reported an
increase in exercise after the program, 13% reported a decrease in exercise, and 26% reported that their
exercise habits had not changed. Based on a small sample size of recent program participants, the cost
per one-time participant is approximately $1,400.
While clearly a well-intentioned program, this program serves relatively few residents compared to other
programs at a substantially high General Fund subsidy rate. As such, CBO does recommend allocating
resources to this request.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Saturday Youth Basketball, PK_33, $150,000, 0.00 FTE
Parks requests $150,000 in General Fund one-time resources in order to cover the custodial costs of the
Youth Basketball Program. Portland Public Schools has provided custodial services for many years without
charging Parks. Over the past several years, Portland Public Schools District indicated that they intend to
begin charging for these services, and recently the district notified Parks that these services would no
longer be provided for free.
Direct program costs total approximately $260,000, and the program is staffed by a portion of time of 2.0
FTE in addition to 25 casual referee/gym attendants; the cost recovery for the program is 50%. (Based on
the most recently Council-adopted targets in 2004, the targeted cost recovery for youth is 42% for median
and above household incomes, and 23% for low income households.) Currently team fees range from
$450 to $585 ($45 to $58/participant), following an increase of $25 in 2013. In 2014, Parks granted 270
scholarships for the youth basketball program for a total value of $17,112.
The additional custodial costs of $49/hour would increase program costs by $150,000; incorporating
custodial costs into teem fees would increase registration by approximately $500 per team (or
$50/participant) – approximately twice the current cost.
This is an example of a program that serves Portland children and has traditionally been subsidized by
both the City of Portland and Portland Public Schools. To the extent that the district is looking to reduce
its costs, it is important to convey how this decision will impact local youth. The City is struggling to fund
its own priorities, and CBO recommends against the City picking up a cost that is being shifted to us by
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another governmental entity without a more robust conversation about other programs, such as School
Resource Officers in the Police Bureau, that achieve the goals of both governments.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Emergency Preparedness/Employee Safety, PK_34, $100,000, 1.00 FTE
This package would add $100,000 in General Fund one-time and 1.0 limited-term FTE to review bureau
compliance with safety guidelines and provide employee safety and emergency response trainings.
Specifically, this position would be tasked with completing the bureau’s Continuity of Operations Plan,
updating evacuation plans, developing safety trainings, and monitoring the bureau’s compliance with
OSHA codes and investigations. The bureau cut this position as part of a prior-year budget reduction.
Currently the program is staff by the Parks Security Manager, who also oversees the Parks Ranger
program, and 1.0 FTE Safety Risk Officer I.
Due to limited availability of one-time resources, CBO does not recommend this request. To the degree
that the responsibilities of this requested are more urgent than current needs within the Director’s Office,
the bureau may consider realigning a position on a limited-term basis to complete the one-time, safety
and emergency preparedness tasks.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Close Funding Gap for Summer Free for All, PK_35, $130,000
The bureau requests $130,000 of General Fund one-time resources to support the Summer Free for All
program.
Additional funding is requested due to a loss of sponsorship in the program, increased program costs, and
growing demand for the program. Between 2007 through 2013, Daimler provided premier sponsorship
focusing on Washington Parks Summer Festival and supporting the concerts program. Annual donations
ranged from $50,000 to $175,000. Daimler did not provide funding in 2009, during which the Sondland
Family and Nike provided premier sponsorship. The requested funding would replace the estimated loss
of $130,000 due to the discontinuation of Daimler’s sponsorship. Parks made a similar request as part of
the FY 2015-16 budget, with the intent that external funding would be identified.
Of last year’s total program costs of $663,000, the General Fund provides $238,000. Additional resources
were as follows in FY 2013-14:
General Fund resources
$238,000
Corporate sponsors
190,000
Neighborhood contributions
210,000
Parks Memorial Fund - fees and charges
25,000
$663,000
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The attendance at last year’s Summer Concert Series is estimated at 50,000, including 10,000 for the
Washington Park concert. The attendance for the Movies in the Park is estimated at 53,000 for 51 events.
If funding is not approved, certain events and services would be discontinued. The bureau’s tentative plan
would be to reduce one more mobile program around the city and four lunch sites (two in outer east
Portland and four in north Portland). Of the 43 days that Summer Free for All sites are in service, the
bureau would reduce the number of service hours to 4-6 hours per day down from 6-8 hours at 11 sites.
Participation in these programs is not tracked, and so quantifying the impact of reducing sites and hours is
difficult. These impacts would begin in the summer of 2017.
CBO does not recommend allocating resources to this request in light of other City priorities. Given that
these costs have been covered by private entities in the past few years, it seems appropriate to find
additional sponsors who will cover the costs and avoid any program reductions.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge Complex Management Plan, PK_36, 0.00 FTE $250,000
The bureau requests $250,000 in one-time General Fund resources to develop a management plan for the
Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge Complex. This package would fund consultant services, including technical
analysis, public involvement and plan development, to develop a management plan for the Oaks Bottom
Wildlife Refuge in addition to Ross Island and Sellwood Riverfront Park. This management plan would
identify potential education sites and access, safety improvements, and habitat improvements, viewing
areas, trail improvements, wayfinding, and environmental interpretation.
Amongst the Natural Areas managed by Parks, the Oaks Bottom Complex was identified as a top priority
for developing a management plan because, relative to other Parks natural areas, the high functional
value of the natural resources at the site, ecological health, and equity score (based on proximity to
households with proportionally more youth in the Free and Reduced Lunch program, households with
incomes less than $25,000, and households with non-white residents). This natural area is relatively close
to the city and highly accessible, and currently, there is not been a formal management plan for the Oaks
Bottom Complex and Ross Island.
Estimating the visitation numbers to the complex is difficult because of its proximity to the Springwater
Trail; however, schools and other groups use the Oaks Bottom Complex for environmental education.
Included below is school and volunteer participation amounts from the past two fiscal years.

FY 2013-14
FY 2014-15

Environmental
Education Classroom
visits

Environmental
Education Number of
students

Environmental
Education School Group
hours

Stewardship Volunteers

Stewardship Volunteer
Hours

36
17

1907
538

6,319
1,644

195
398

917
1,633
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A completed management plan will include an estimate of O&M costs to manage the complex; Parks has
not received O&M funding for this site as part of the acquisition or as part of the construction process.
The current estimate, based on rate of $1,999 per acre, is estimated at $340,000.
Managing this area to protect natural areas and increase accessibility are core functions for the bureau,
however, in light of the identified Citywide reprioritization needs, CBO does not recommend allocating
resources to this request.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Automated Bathroom and Gate Lock-Up, PK_37, $500,000
This package would provide $500,000 one-time General Fund resources to install automated locking
systems at bathrooms and gates in Portland parks. The proposed system would be connected to a central
database through wireless connections, which would allow the bureau to monitor the effectiveness of the
locks. The Portland Water Bureau uses a similar system.
Currently Park Rangers visit 52 locations around the city, locking up a set of 68 public restrooms as well as
gates, in order to avoid vandalism, drug use and other illegal activities in the restrooms. Lock-up services
are provided by three full-time rangers and up to five seasonal staff in the summer months. The estimated
costs of providing lock-ups is $250,000 annually in staff time. Implementation of the system would free-up
approximately 3,000 hours of ranger time, which the bureau would reallocate to patrols in north and east
Portland.
The costs of automated locks are approximately $3,000 per two-door bathroom (single doors cost
$1,500). To the degree that one-time funding becomes available, the bureau has prioritized 25 primary
bathrooms and the Pittock Mansion entrance. The total cost of this high-priority approach would cost
$125,000 and would yield approximately 1,500 of additional ranger hours.
This project is eligible for SDC resources. Given the current balance of these resources and the potential
for operational efficiencies within the Ranger Program, CBO recommends that the high-priority locks,
totaling $125,000, be funded with SDCs. For the remaining locks, CBO recommends that the bureau
consider how these needs compare to other potential SDC-funded projects.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Interstate Firehouse Cultural Center Support, PK_38, $100,000, 1.0 FTE
This package would provide $100,000 in General Fund resources for 1.0 FTE to develop a programming
plan for the Interstate Firehouse Cultural Center (IFCC) - a 99-seat theater, art gallery, and space for
rehearsal or classes. Whereas previously the facility was managed by a nonprofit, IFCC, Inc. until May
2010 and then Ethos Music Center until recently, Parks now uses the facility for rentals and housing the
3.0 FTE Adaptive and Inclusion Recreation Services staff.
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During the most recent RFP process, in which Ethos was selected, there were no other proposals that did
not require General Fund subsidization. As such, Parks has not conducted another RFP to replace Ethos,
believing that the facility will require a subsidy or a creative partnership. The purpose of this one-time
request is to develop a funding and service model for the center space.
The IFCC is one the bureau’s 19 unreinforced masonry buildings and is not seismically retrofitted. The
bureau’s Asset Management group notes that many of the facility’s major systems are likely due for
replacement and would cost approximately $400,000 in addition to costs of the seismic retrofit.
Regardless of whether the bureau is able to identify new funding sources and service delivery model, the
major maintenance costs of the building will either limit its availability or will compete with other Parks’
facilities for major maintenance funding.
Due to the forthcoming major maintenance needs and because this request would result in an expansion
of services, CBO does not recommend funding at this time.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Mt Scott Community Center Roof, PK_20, $2,570,000
The bureau requests $2,570,000 of General Fund one-time resources to replace the roof at Mt. Scott
Community Center. The majority of the community center roof has exceeded its useful life, resulting in
leaking in multiple locations. Currently, most of the leaking has been in the pool area, and as such, has not
resulted in any service disruptions, but ongoing roof leaks will compromise the building structure over the
long-term.
This project is eligible for bond proceeds but is not included in current plans for either bond issuance.
Alternatively, the bureau’s major maintenance allocation could be used to fund a portion of this project;
however, as CBO has previously noted, major maintenance needs significantly exceed its current $1.7
million allocation.
Mt. Scott Community Center receives approximately 471,000 visitors per year (based on 2013 estimates).
The households in the service area for Mt. Scott Community Center serve a higher percentage of nonwhite and low-income residents than the City average. This project ranked fourth in the FY 2016-17
Infrastructure Project Ranking due to the potential financial impact of delayed maintenance, safety
hazards, service disruption (greater than 10,000 customers). Because of these concerns and because this
investment further reduces other long-term major maintenance needs by preserving critical, highly-used
assets, CBO recommends funding.
CBO Recommendation: $2,570,000
Halprin Sequence Restoration Project, PK_21, $1,500,000
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The bureau requests $1,500,000 to fund a portion of costs to restore the Halprin Fountain Sequence
(Keller Fountain, Pettygrove Park, Lovejoy Fountain, and the Source Fountain, and connecting pedestrian
walkways). Total project cost is estimated to be $4.2 million, and in addition to the requested funding,
Parks also anticipates $2.5 million resources from a planned voluntary LID and $350,000 in private
funding.
Within this space, there are sections of broken concrete, exposed electrical service, inoperable lighting,
and failing fountain infrastructure. If not funded, aesthetic portions of the project will be completed with
private funding; however, staff estimate that the fountains may need to be closed within 3-5 years if the
infrastructure issues are not addressed due to expected safety concerns.
This project ranked fifth in the FY 2016-17 Infrastructure Project Ranking due to the potential financial
impact of delayed maintenance, safety hazards, service disruption (greater than 10,000 customers).
However, there is not enough one-time funding available to pay for these repairs.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Washington Park Pipe Re-lining, PK_22, $1,000,000
Parks requests $1,000,000 of one-time General Fund resources to re-line sanitary and stormwater pipe at
Washington Park. Over the past three years, there have been four incidents of leaking approximately
1,825 gallons of sewage into the park due to cracks in concrete piping. Bureau asset managers believe this
heightened rate of failure is an indication of the deterioration of the pipes, and if not re-lined to extend
their life, staff anticipate major cracking within the next two years. Re-lining the piping is expected to
extend the life of the pipe up to 50 years, and is significantly less expensive than a full excavation to
replace the pipe.
While Parks does not perform exact counts of how many people visit Washington Park annually, Parks and
the Washington Park Transportation Management Association have previously estimated that there are
approximately 2-3 million visits to Washington Park per year, and approximately 500,000 visits to the
Rose Garden annually (not including the surrounding area and amenities).
This project is eligible for bond proceeds but it is not included in current plans for either issuance. This
project could also be funded with Washington Park parking revenues, however, the bureau estimates that
this funding source would require several years of replacement set-aside due to the size of project.
Alternatively, the bureau’s major allocation could be used to fund this project; however, as CBO has
previously noted, major maintenance needs significantly exceed its current $1.7 million allocation.
This project ranked second in the FY 2016-17 Infrastructure Project Ranking due to the potential financial
impact of delayed maintenance, service disruption (greater than 10,000 customers), potential legal
liabilities and environmental concerns of sewage leakage. Because of these concerns and because this
investment further reduces other long-term major maintenance needs by preserving critical, highly used
assets, CBO recommends funding.
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CBO Recommendation: $1,000,000
PK_23 Boiler Replacement Project
Parks requests one-time General Fund discretionary resources of $750,000 to replace failing boilers at Mt.
Scott Community Center, Columbia Pool, and Peninsula Park Community Center. Parks requested funding
for these three boilers based on the lack of system redundancy at the three sites and the sites importance
in terms of providing core services; however, the bureau has identified seven other boilers that are at
high-risk for failure. New boilers are expected to reduce the amount of reactive maintenance, eliminate
programming disruptions, and increase energy efficiency of these buildings. If replaced, the expected
asset life of a boiler is 25 years.
Leaking in boilers at all three centers have caused disruptions to programming and increased reactive
maintenance activities. Specifically, in the past year, there have been 71 disruptions at the Mt. Scott
Community Center, nine disruptions at Columbia Pool, and four disruptions at Peninsula Park. Disruptions
last for several hours or up to days, depending upon the complexity of repairs. The specific number of
residents potentially impacted by boiler failures at these three sites cannot be estimated, however, based
on 2013 visitation data, Mt Scott received 471,000 visitations, Columbia Pool had 134,000 visitations, and
Peninsula Park had 84,000 visitations.
This project ranked eighth of 23 in the FY 2016-17 Infrastructure Project Ranking primarily due to the
potential service disruption (greater than 10,000 customers) of not replacing the boiler. As noted in prior
CBO analyses, boiler replacement for Parks facilities is an element of the list of unfunded, regularly
scheduled major maintenance projects; boilers require replacement on a somewhat predictable basis
such that replacement should be a stable and predictable part of the bureau's major maintenance budget.
As such, and due to the limitation of one-time resources, CBO does not recommend funding.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Operations and Maintenance Request for Future Park Developments, PK_39, $220,954, 0.00 FTE.
The bureau requests $220,954 of General Fund ongoing resources to support the estimated operations
and maintenance costs of loos at Parklane Park and Wilkes Park, and splash pads at Fernhill and Colonel
Summers Splashpad, in addition to nine local share acquisitions. The construction costs for these projects
will be funded by the 2014 Parks Replacement Bond proceeds. Aside from the splash pad Colonel
Summers Park, construction on these other projects will be completed early within the fiscal year. As
such, operations and maintenance funding of $43,289 is not needed within FY 2016-17. CBO recommends
reducing this amount from the request on a one-time basis in FY 2016-17.
CBO Recommendation: $177,305
Technical – Position Authority for new O&M, PK_40, $0.00, 2.00 FTE.
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The bureau requests position authority for 2.00 new FTE to be funded from prior year O&M increases. In
total, the bureau will allocate $177,720 for the creation of the positions from $505,659 of funding that
was approved by Council for the operations and maintenance of the newly developed parks and
acquisitions last year. The function of these positions will address the highest operation and maintenance
needs across the parks system – not just serving those parks for which the bureau received O&M.
CBO Recommendation: $0, 2.00 FTE.
Reductions
Reduce Summer Free for All Program, PK_04, (1.00 FTE), $(532,546)
This package would reduce $197,545 of General Fund resources for the Summer Free for All program, and
in effect, discontinue all of the Summer Playgrounds programs not affiliated with the free summer lunch
and mobile recreation programs in East Portland. This package would also eliminate the Neighborhood
Concerts, Movies in the Parks program and the Washington Park Music Festival. The bureau estimates
that an additional $225,000 in neighborhood fundraising, $100,000 in corporate donations and
$1,000,000 in in-kind advertising would be lost as a result of the eliminating these programs.
Because this program provides core recreation services to a large number of Portland residents, CBO does
not recommend this reduction.
CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE.
Reduce Teen Program, PK_05, (1.00), ($100,000)
This package would reduce $100,000 General Fund resources from the bureau’s Teen Force program,
effectively eliminating these services at Mt. Scott Community Center. This reduction was proposed
because, relative to other centers, eliminating the program at Mt Scott is estimated to impact fewer
teens.
Exact figures on the number of participants in the Teen Force program is unknown; however, staff
estimate that there are approximately 100 participants at the open Teen Nights each week at Mt Scott
and that an average of 60 teens use the open resource room each day. Participation at Charles Jordan
Community Center, which serves proportionally more youth than other centers, and Montavilla, which is
the dedicated teen center, have higher participation numbers. Specific demographic and background
information of Teen Force participants is unknown; however, because referrals are provided by nonprofit
organizations that receive grant funding through the program, it is believed that most participants are
gang-impacted youth.
Program staff recently entered into an agreement with Portland State University to develop an evaluation
model for different components of the program. The evaluation work with PSU will help to inform
questions as to the program’s effectiveness, but in the absence of data, the effectiveness of the program
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wholly relies on the anecdotal evidence provided by program staff and nonprofit service providers. Based
on program staff estimates, it may take three to five years to achieve measureable results.
Given the relative newness of the program, CBO believes that this reduction can be taken without
seriously impacting its effectiveness.
CBO Recommendation: ($100,000), 0.00 FTE.
Reduce Major Maintenance Allocation, PK_06, ($250,000), (0.00 FTE)
This package would reduce $250,000 from the bureau’s major maintenance allocation of $1.7 million.
Parks received an additional $250,000 of General Fund discretionary as part of the FY 2014-15 Adopted
Budget; the requested reduction effectively reverses this decision.
The Asset Management group continues to refine the amount need for regular maintenance,
acknowledging that this amount is likely substantially less than the industry standard of 2-4% of total
replacement values; for Parks, the current replacement value of all assets is estimated at $1.3 billion. The
bureau largely depends upon its major maintenance allocation in addition to one-time General Fund
allocations to address many of repair and rehabilitation project that cost less than $400,000.
Due to the ongoing major maintenance needs of the bureau and the central importance of maintaining
assets in terms of the bureau’s long-term financial sustainability, CBO does not recommend the proposed
reduction.
CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE.
Delay Hiring of Seasonal Workers, PK_07, 0.00 FTE, ($200,047)
This reduction package would reduce the budget of seasonal maintenance workers by $200,047, and in
effect, delay the start of seasonal maintenance until June instead of March at all 200 developed parks.
These seasonal maintenance worker positions assist with transitioning parks to summer use by dewinterizing restrooms, picking up litter, pressure washing court sports and picnic tables, tuning and minor
repairs of irrigation systems, assisting horticulturalists with shrub beds and green infrastructure, and
other types of activities.
Parks does not track the number of parks visitations, and so determining the approximate impact of how
many Portlanders would be impacted by the delay of maintenance is not possible. In general, park use
increases with temperature and the increase in daylight.
According to the Auditor’s Community Survey, approximately 84% of Portlanders rate the quality of parks
near their home as “very good” or “good” – a rating which has not changed in the past five years. In
contrast, 76% of East Portland residents rate park quality as “very good” or “good”. While survey results
suggest that Portlanders are generally satisfied with park conditions, additional consideration may be
warranted if deciding to reduce maintenance services to these parks.
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Based on the relatively strong approval of park quality, CBO believes that a portion of the reduction can
be taken by delaying the hiring of seasonal workers for most parks until May; however, due to the lower
approval ratings, CBO does not recommend reducing services in East Portland.
CBO Recommendation: ($102,658)
Reduce SUN Community School Program, PK_08, ($287,146)
This package would reduce $287,146 of General Fund resources to the SUN (Schools Uniting
Neighborhoods) program, eliminating the SUN program at Beaumont Middle and Mt. Tabor Middle
schools. These two sites were considered for reduction because they are situated in areas with fewer
students who qualify for free and reduced lunch as compared to the other eight Parks-coordinated sites.
However, the intent of the program is to provide services to students of color, students living in poverty,
and other underrepresented communities of students which may cause them to be at a higher risk of
academic failure. As such, this reduction may impact youth that could benefit from SUN school services.
Beaumont SUN program serves 123 students and Mt Tabor serves 174 students. At Beaumont, 41% of
SUN participants are considered to be “at risk” and 67% qualify for free and reduced lunch. At Mt Tabor,
25% of SUN participants are considered to be “at risk” and 36% qualify for free and reduced lunch (67% vs
36% at Mt Tabor).
As part of the FY 2014-15 Adopted Budget, the City reached a comprehensive agreement with Multnomah
County and Portland Public Schools on how the SUN program would be funded. Per this agreement, the
City provided an additional $740,000 in ongoing General Fund to restore the pre-FY 2013-14 level of
funding for County-operated schools, restore ongoing funding of all Parks-operated schools, and provide
additional resources to the County to help expand programming to all schools in the county that score in
the 50th percentile on the SUN poverty index. Since the agreement, neither the County nor School District
have reduced SUN services. Program staff are not aware of other service providers that would continue
coordination of these two sites if the City were to discontinue support.
CBO does not recommend this reduction because of the potential inequitable impacts to
underrepresented residents and youth.
CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE.
Reduce Aquatics Program, PK_09, ($319,977), (5.00) FTE
This package would reduce $319,977 of General Fund resources from the Aquatics Program, and in effect,
close Buckman Pool at all times, close Columbia Pool on Sundays, close Matt Dishman, Mt. Scott, and East
Portland Community Center pools during midday and reduce those sites' play swims from 7 days to 4 days
per week. These sites and hours were selected in order to maximize savings by avoiding decreases to
revenue-producing activities like swim lessons and peak use periods. Below are the estimated impacts:
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Elimination of Buckman Pool. During 2014, the Buckman Pool received approximately 35,000 visits
(approximately 95/day). This is lower than other pools in the Parks system. Should the pool cease to
operate, options would include Matt Dishman (2.2 miles – 9-11 minutes driving – 27-42 minutes by transit
– 16 minutes biking) or East Portland (5.1 miles – 18 minutes driving – 32-49 minutes by transit – 32-36
minutes biking). Several private pool providers are in the area; however, prices may vary significantly from
Parks’ rates. Buckman Pool is the only site to offer gender-specific swims. These currently accommodate
an average of five women and girls during each weekly session and two men and boys during each weekly
session. There would be no alternatives for the gender-specific swim. In FY 2014-15, fees covered 17% of
total costs and the General Fund subsidized $335,000. Pier Park Pool, a service area that is more diverse
than Buckman Pool, is the only pool with a lower recovery rate at 16%.
Closing Columbia Pool on Sundays. During 2014, Columbia Pool received approximately 130,000
visitations; however, the bureau does not track average attendance on Sundays, and so the number of
those potentially impacted due to the proposed closure is unknown. Columbia Pool is the most
frequented pool in the system. As an alternative, Matt Dishman Community Center would be closest pool
available to North Portland residents on Sundays, which is 4.1 miles south (10 minutes driving, 30-40
minutes by transit, 25 minutes by bike). In FY 2014-15, fees covered 25% of total costs and the pool
received $730,000 in General Fund resources.
Reducing Midday Swim Times. The bureau does not track average midday attendance and so the number
of visitors potentially impacted by midday closures is unknown. The bureau notes, however, that
anecdotally midday swims are most frequented by seniors and families. Included below is the attendance,
recovery rate, and General Fund subsidy for each of the sites.

Annual Attendance (2014)
Subsidy Rate per Visit
Recovery Rate
General Fund Subsidy

Matt Dishman
Mt Scott
East Portland
Community Center Community Center Community Center
Pool
Pool
Pool
26,920
56,845
64,373
$32
$18
$20
31%
44%
41%
$870,000
$1,000,000
$1,300,000

To achieve the reductions, 4.0 FTE Recreation Leader positions, created as a result of Phase 1 of the Local
483 arbitration settlement, would be eliminated and the responsibilities would be transferred to
Recreation Coordinator I/II positions and upgrading four seasonal positions during summer months.
Given the current budget constraints, CBO recommends reductions at the two pools with lowest
attendance: closing Buckman Pool and eliminating midday swimming opportunities at Matt Dishman
Community Center.
CBO Recommendation: ($141,689), (1.00 FTE)
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Sellwood Community Center, PK_10, ($554,469), (2.00 FTE)
This reduction would eliminate the $81,083 in General Fund resources for Sellwood Community Center,
and in effect, eliminate the preschool program after school programs, youth camps, and all rental
opportunities. Currently, this program receives $81,083 in General Fund resources and receives $473,386
in fee revenues. Due to the preschool program, an additional $154,000 of General Fund discretionary
resources will be allocated to Sellwood Community Center if funding for the arbitration settlement is
approved by Council. Sellwood was proposed for closure based on a lower visitor count than most of the
smaller community centers (48,471 in 2014), the relative affluence of the neighborhood compared to that
of other smaller centers, and the physical nature of the space which is not ideally suited for Parks’ current
program delivery.
Cost recovery at Sellwood is also relatively high compared to other small centers at 56% (total recovery);
only Fulton (60%) and Hillside (58%) have slightly higher recovery rates. All of these rates exceed the
Council-adopted target recovery rate of 53% for non-low income service area and a mix of age groups.
(Low income service areas are defined as 51% or more of households have income at 80% or less of
median family income.) Across the board increase of fees by 20% could generate sufficient revenues to
keep Sellwood open, however, fee increases would further increase cost recovery rates to a point that
may be contrary to the intended policy intent of recreation centers. Additionally, if all Parks’ preschool
programs are eliminated, as proposed by the CBO, this may impact Sellwood’s ability to generate
additional revenue.
CBO also notes that there is an estimated $1.0 million or more in major maintenance needs for Sellwood
Community Center, including costs related to seismic retrofitting. These costs are not currently budgeted.
Given the proportionally low General Fund subsidy to the program, CBO recommends reducing the
General Fund of $81,083 as proposed; however, CBO also recommends that the bureau consider fee
increases, discontinuing services with low recovery rates, and to the degree necessary, reallocating
General Fund resources from other centers to keep Sellwood open.
CBO Recommendation: $81,083,
Elimination of Dutch Elm Disease Treatment, PK_11, ($184,846), (1.00 FTE)
This package would reduce funding for the Urban Forestry divisions’ Dutch Elm Disease program,
eliminating one year-round FTE Arborist I, funding for two seasonal maintenance workers that assist with
the program, and approximately $50,000 for the costs of the inoculants.
Inoculations occur ongoing on a three-year cycle; in order to preserve the trees, each is inoculated once
every three years. Primarily larger, significant trees or stands of American elms are inoculated; not all
American elms on City properties are inoculated. Inoculation allows trees to live for up to 30 years,
whereas untreated trees are likely to become a hazard and die after three years. The total count of trees
inoculated on city property through the program over the most recent three year period (2013-2015) was
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403; an additional number of trees were inoculated by neighborhood groups. Last year 65 trees were
removed due to infection, of which 33 were in the public right-of-way, 5 were in parks, and 2 were on
other city property, while 25 were on private property. The American elms are primarily found in the Park
Blocks trees, East Moreland’s and Ladd’s Addition, in addition to areas throughout the city.
Per Title 11, the City’s tree regulations, the adjacent property owner is responsible for street tree
maintenance and removal when necessary, however the City has provided this service for property
owners with infected American elms adjacent to their property. Eliminating the program will require
property owners that are adjacent to infected trees within the right-of-way to pay for removal once the
tree dies, become hazardous, or is identified as diseased, costing the owner $500 to $6,000 for removal,
depending upon the size and location of the tree. Property owners who do not have the trees removed
within the required time frames would be subject to the City’s nuisance abatement procedures.
Due to the risk of spreading and the quick deterioration of the trees, Title 11- Tree Code requires that
elms need to be removed once identified as being infected. By discontinuing the program, bureau staff
estimate that approximately one-third of these trees, 215 in total, would be susceptible to DED in the first
year, of which 134 would be on City property and 81 would be the responsibility of adjacent property
owners. Tree removal on City property would be performed by current staff and result in realigning
approximately 2,144 hours for removal that would otherwise be used for other Urban Forestry needs.
Urban Forestry staff estimate cost for this removal would be $1.1 million based on the average cost of
$8,000 per tree removal in FY 2016-17, and $3.2 million over the next five years.
The reduction of Arborist I position that works on the Dutch Elm Disease program will also impact other
parts Urban Forestry functions. Tree removals, maintenance, planting, and emergency response to clear
City rights of-way of fallen trees are performed by this position and others when not working on the
Dutch Elm Disease program. Current workload and staffing levels place Urban Forestry in the position of
being primarily reactive to tree maintenance on City property, and as such, this division has limited
capacity for absorbing additional work. As an alternative to the proposed reduction, Council could reduce
the program by a lesser amount of $110,000 instead of the proposed $180,000. This would allow the
bureau to maintain the 1.0 FTE that has other year-round responsibilities. Elms on public property would
not be inoculated, thereby resulting in immediate removal of approximately 134 trees over the next year.
Due to substantial costs of having to remove the trees if not inoculated, CBO does not recommend the
proposed reduction.
CBO Recommendation: $0
Natural Areas Reduction, PK_12, ($65,000)
The bureau requests to reduce the Natural Areas budget by $65,000, which would eliminate
approximately one seasonal maintenance worker, 1,400 hours of service, and $25,000 in materials and
services costs. Eliminating the seasonal maintenance worker would decrease the number of hours for
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debris pick-up, graffiti removal and vegetation clearing. All paved and soft surface trails would receive less
care, but particularly, the Springwater and the Peninsula Crossing Trails.
Natural Areas only underspent its personal services budget of $1.1 million in FY 2014-15 by $50,000.
Depending upon spending needs throughout the year, the Natural Areas division may be able to hire a
seasonal maintenance worker for lesser hours with budget savings.
In light of the identified Citywide reprioritization needs, CBO recommends this reduction with the
understanding that such a reduction will likely have the abovementioned service impacts.
CBO Recommendation: ($65,000)
Reduce Administrative Support for Director’s Office, PK_13, ($89,124), (1.00 FTE)
The bureau requests to reduce $89,124 and 1.0 FTE vacant administrative support position within the
Director’s Office; this Office will continue to be supported by the Director’s executive assistant. This
position serves as the liaison to Government Relations and reviews possible state legislation, provides
calendar support to the Assistant Director, and completes various administrative tasks. This position is
also tasked with facilitating the bureau’s Strategic Plan update, the bureau’s Continuity of Operations
Plan, updating data for the Parks Ranger program and the employee safety program.
These functions will be shifted to other, albeit more expensive, positions within the Director’s Office,
which may also decrease time available for more complicated assignments. The bureau hopes to mitigate
the need for data entry in the Ranger Program by implementing electronic tracking in contrast to having
rangers produce daily written reports and then transcribing this information into a database.
To the degree that Parks services expand due to newly created parks or additional services, there will be a
corresponding increase in the need for administrative support. CBO recommends this reduction; however,
CBO also notes that this position may need to be restored in future budgets.
CBO Recommendation: ($89,124), (1.00 FTE)
Reduce Central Services Staffing, PK_14, ($252,372), (3.00 FTE)
This package would reduce General Fund resources by $252,372 and eliminate three, currently vacant
Central Services staff positions.
These positions were selected for reductions not because their responsibilities or tasks were least valued
within Central Services, but because these positions are currently vacant. Automotive Equipment
Operator has been vacant since March 2014, the Maintenance Mechanic has been vacant since July 2015,
and the Turf Maintenance Tech has been vacant since July 2014.
Overall, the Central Services group aims to have 50% of all work done by the group be regularly scheduled
maintenance. As recently as FY 2010-11, 58% of work was scheduled. That figure declined to 40% in FY
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2013-14 and recently returned to 50% in FY 2014-15. Moreover, a key finding of the 2013 audit of Parks’
maintenance identified the need for preventative maintenance; the elimination of three central services
staffing positions would further limit the bureau’s ability to efficiently maintain parks.
Because the maintenance of parks is a core function for the bureau and because Central Services play a
critical role in maximizing the life of bureau assets, CBO does not recommend this reduction.
CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE
Reduce Customer Service Staffing, PK_15, ($75,295), (1.00 FTE)
This package would reduce 1.0 FTE recently created, vacant Administrative Supervisor position within the
Customer Service division. Customer Service is currently staffed 16.0 FTE who are overseen by 1.0 FTE
supervisor position, and no direct administrative support.
The Administrative Supervisor position in Customer Services was created in September 2015 but the
bureau has kept the position vacant in anticipation of possible reductions and also while tracking program
revenues. Eliminating this position would not immediately impact current service levels. However, this
position was created in order to respond to an increase in workload due to an increase in the number of
calls and transactions, the implementation of ActiveNet registration system and also serving as the central
dispatch for the Parks Rangers program.
This position was created based on the assumption that an increase in the collection of fee and permit
revenues would provide sufficient funding. To the degree that permit and fee revenues both achieves the
estimated amount but also exceeds reduction amount of $75,000, the bureau plans to create the
Administrative Supervisor as a limited-term position. Based on revenue collections through the first half
of FY 2015-16, the bureau anticipates having sufficient revenues to fund this position through the increase
in revenues.
CBO recommends the proposed reduction in General Fund resources in Customer Service, in anticipation
that increased revenues will provide sufficient resources in order to hire the Administrative Supervisor
position and meet current service demands.
CBO Recommendation: ($75,295), 0.00 FTE
Shift Interactive and Decorative Fountains to IA, PK_16, ($603,210)
This package would shift the resource for operating and maintaining the 18 decorative fountains from
General Fund discretionary to an interagency agreement with the Water Bureau; the funding source for
the interagency agreement would be residential water rates. This proposal follows Judge Bushong’s
recent ruling that it was allowable for the Water Bureau to operate and maintain decorative fountains
with rate funding. If Council does not approve the interagency agreement, Parks has proposed that
operations and maintenance be discontinued. CBO notes that a third option would be to transfer the
operations of the fountains back to the Water Bureau.
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If funding is not approved, Parks would continue to operate splashpads but turn off six interactive
fountains that are used for recreation, including Salmon Street Springs Fountain (SW Salmon and Naito),
Jamison Square Fountain, Holladay Park Fountain, McCoy Park Fountain, Bill Naito Legacy Fountain in
Waterfront Park, Teachers Fountain in Director Park, and the Ira Keller Fountain. Although the number of
visitors to the fountains is unknown, due to their central locations within the City it is reasonable to
assume that a large number of residents would be impacted if the fountains were to be shut-off.
Transferring the fountains back to the Water Bureau would result in some transactional costs. First, the
SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) system, which monitors the pressures and treatment of
the fountains, was replaced when Parks began operating the fountains in FY 2013-14. If fountain
operations were returned to the Water Bureau, then the SCADA system would again need to be updated
and transferred back to the Water Bureau. The estimated costs of transferring back the eight fountains
monitored by the SCADA system is $40,000 for both equipment and personnel costs. Additionally, Parks
has also had to hire additional staff members in order to properly operate the fountains. These positions
would be eliminated if transferred to the Water Bureau; the Water Bureau would then rehire operating
engineers – the classification that previously operated and maintained the fountains – to resume
operations.
Determining which bureau should operate the fountains is also a function of which bureau has the
operational and financial capacity to maintain these assets. As Water Bureau assets, the bureau’s Asset
Management Team developed a long-term plan that outlined how the fountains could be most efficiently
and effectively maintained. Based on the Fountain Asset Management Plan, the Water Bureau previously
budgeted $150,000 per year in capital work; the average amount needed in FY 2016-17 is likely closer to
$200,000 after inflationary factors.
Because the fountains remain Water Bureau assets, and in light of the recent ruling, CBO recommends
that the operations and maintenance of the fountains be transferred back to the Water Bureau and that
Parks’ General Fund resources be reduced by $603,210.
CBO Recommendation: ($603,210)
Reduce Bureau Unemployment Reserve, PK_17, 0.00 FTE, ($100,000)
This reduction would reduce the bureau’s unemployment claims reserve from $300,000 to $200,000. On
average, this amount should be sufficient; however, to the degree that budget reductions result in
position eliminations and layoffs, the bureau may need to reallocate funds in order to cover increased
costs.
CBO Recommendation: ($100,000)
Revenue – Pursue Lease and Licensing Opportunities, PK_18, ($100,000)
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The bureau is currently considering opportunities to lease portions of Parks properties, such as running
cable or optic wire under parks. The bureau is reasonably confident that they will be able to achieve the
$100,000 annual target.
CBO Recommendation: ($100,000)
Revenue – Increase Parking Rates, PK_19, ($100,000)
This package would increase parking rates at the parking lot owned by Parks at 1720 SW Naito near
Waterfront Park to match Portland Bureau of Transportation’s proposed fee of $2.00 per hour. The
bureau has conducted an equity assessment on this package and has concluded that there are no
negative impacts on underrepresented communities, communities of color, or vulnerable communities.
CBO Recommendation: ($100,000)
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City of Portland
Decision Package Recommendations
(Includes Contingency and Ending Balance)
Bureau Requested
Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

CBO Analyst Recommendations

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

Bureau
Priority

FTE

PK_01 - Recreation Arbitration

01

101.25

4,385,199

0

0

4,385,199

85.00

3,512,614

0

0

3,512,614

PK_02 - Parks for New Portlanders

02

2.00

300,000

0

0

300,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_03 - Ranger Expansion to Address Homelessness

FTE

Portland Parks & Recreation
Adds

03

8.00

615,716

0

0

615,716

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_24 - ADA Barrier Removal & Transition Plan Implem 04

0.00

0

500,000

0

500,000

0.00

0

500,000

0

500,000

PK_25 - Equitable Access for Low-Income Portlanders

05

1.00

0

300,000

(200,000)

100,000

1.00

0

100,000

0

100,000

PK_26 - Tree Code Amendments

06

1.00

0

100,000

0

100,000

1.00

0

0

0

0

PK_27 - Community Center Equip for Increased Secur

07

0.00

0

650,000

0

650,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_28 - New Community Gardens for Vulnerable Popu

08

0.00

0

125,000

0

125,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_29 - Leverage State Funding for Renew Forest Pa

09

1.00

0

120,000

0

120,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_30 - Restore Summer Swims

10

0.00

0

27,669

0

27,669

0.00

23,100

0

0

23,100

PK_31 - ADA-Mandated Inclusion Services

11

0.00

0

200,000

0

200,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_32 - Rx Play Continued Funding

12

0.00

0

120,000

(120,000)

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_33 - Saturday Youth Basketball

13

0.00

0

150,000

0

150,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_34 - Emergency Preparedness/Employee Safety

14

1.00

0

100,000

0

100,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_35 - Close Funding Gap for Summer Free for All

15

0.00

0

130,000

(130,000)

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_36 - Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge Complex Mgmt P 16

0.00

0

250,000

0

250,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_37 - Automated Bathroom & Gate Lock-up

17

0.00

0

500,000

0

500,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_38 - Interstate Firehouse Cultural Center Support

18

1.00

0

100,000

0

100,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_20 - Mt. Scott Community Center Roof Repair

19

0.00

0

2,570,000

0

2,570,000

0.00

0

2,570,000

0

2,570,000

PK_21 - Halprin Sequence Restoration Partnership

20

0.00

0

1,500,000

0

1,500,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_22 - Washington Park Pipe Re-lining

21

0.00

0

1,000,000

0

1,000,000

0.00

0

1,000,000

0

1,000,000

PK_23 - Boiler Replacement Package

22

0.00

0

750,000

87,600

837,600

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_39 - O&M Funds for New Parks & Acquisitions

23

0.00

220,954

0

0

220,954

0.00

220,954

(43,289)

0

177,665

PK_40 - Position Authority for New Operations & Maint
Total Adds

24

2.00

0

0

0

0

2.00

0

0

0

0

118.25

5,521,869

9,192,669

(362,400)

14,352,138

89.00

3,756,668

4,126,711

0

7,883,379

Reductions
PK_04 - Reduce Summer Free for All Program

01

(1.00)

(197,546)

0

(335,000)

(532,546)

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_05 - Reduce Teen Program

02

(1.00)

(100,000)

0

0

(100,000)

(1.00)

(100,000)

0

0

(100,000)

PK_06 - Reduce Major Maintenance Allocation

03

0.00

(250,000)

0

0

(250,000)

0.00

0

0

0

0
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City of Portland
Decision Package Recommendations
(Includes Contingency and Ending Balance)
Bureau Requested
Bureau
Priority

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

CBO Analyst Recommendations

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

Portland Parks & Recreation
Reductions
PK_07 - Delay Hiring Seasonal Maint Workers until Jun 04

0.00

(200,047)

0

0

(200,047)

0.00

(97,389)

0

0

(97,389)

(80,430)

(287,146)

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_08 - Reduce SUN Community School Program

05

(2.00)

(206,716)

0

PK_09 - Reduce Aquatics Program

06

(5.00)

(277,648)

0

(42,329)

(319,977)

(1.00)

(99,360)

0

(42,329)

(141,689)

PK_10 - Eliminate Support for Sellwood Community Ce

07

(2.00)

(81,083)

0

(473,386)

(554,469)

(2.00)

(81,083)

0

(473,386)

(554,469)

PK_11 - Elimination of Dutch Elm Disease Treatment

08

(1.00)

(184,846)

0

0

(184,846)

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_12 - Natural Areas Reduction

09

0.00

(65,000)

0

0

(65,000)

0.00

(65,000)

0

0

(65,000)

PK_13 - Reduce Admin Support for Director's Office

10

(1.00)

(89,124)

0

0

(89,124)

(1.00)

(89,124)

0

0

(89,124)

PK_14 - Reduce Central Services Staffing

11

(3.00)

(252,372)

0

0

(252,372)

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_15 - Reduce Customer Service Center Staffing

12

(1.00)

(75,295)

0

0

(75,295)

0.00

(75,295)

0

75,295

0

PK_16 - Shift Interactive & Decorative Fountains to IA

13

0.00

(603,210)

0

603,210

0

0.00

(603,210)

0

603,210

0

PK_17 - Reduce Bureau Unemployment Reserve

14

0.00

(100,000)

0

0

(100,000)

0.00

(100,000)

0

0

(100,000)

PK_18 - Revenue - Pursue Lease & Licensing Opportu

15

0.00

(100,000)

0

100,000

0

0.00

(100,000)

0

100,000

0

PK_19 - Revenue - Increase Parking Rates
Total Reductions

16

0.00

(100,000)

0

100,000

0

0.00

(100,000)

0

100,000

0

0

(127,935)

(3,010,822)

(5.00) (1,510,461)

0

362,790

(1,147,671)

9,192,669

(490,335)

11,341,316

84.00

4,126,711

362,790

6,735,708

Total Portland Parks & Recreation
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(17.00) (2,882,887)
101.25

2,638,982
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